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Abstract
We present Taiji, a new system for managing user traffic for large-scale Internet services that accomplishes two goals: 1) balancing the utilization of data centers and 2) minimizing network latency of user requests.

Taiji models edge-to-datacenter traffic routing as an assignment problem—assigning traffic objects at the edge to the data centers to satisfy service-level objectives. Taiji uses a constraint optimization solver to generate an optimal routing table that specifies the fractions of traffic each edge node will distribute to different data centers. Taiji continuously adjusts the routing table to accommodate the dynamics of user traffic and failure events that reduce capacity.

Taiji leverages connections among users to selectively route traffic of highly-connected users to the same data centers based on fractions in the routing table. This routing strategy, which we term connection-aware routing, allows us to reduce query load on our backend storage by 17%.

Taiji has been in production at Facebook for more than four years and routes global traffic in a user-aware manner for several large-scale product services across dozens of edge nodes and data centers.

1 Introduction
Modern Internet services operate on a bipartite architecture with dozens of data centers interconnecting with edge nodes, also known as point-of-presence [46, 60]. Data centers host a majority of the computing and storage capacity of most Internet services. Edge nodes are much smaller in size and are situated close to the end users for two major functions: (1) reverse proxies for terminating user connections close to their ISPs, and 2) caching and distribution of static content such as images and video.

Figure 1. User requests per second (RPS) received at six edge nodes in different geo-locations over a 24-hour day. Observe that peak load differs substantially from trough at every edge node.

Static content is served predominantly from edge nodes. In case of a miss in the edge node, user requests for static content are then fetched from data centers. We leverage existing wide area network (WAN) traffic engineering solutions designed for content distribution networks to serve user requests for static content [8, 13, 14, 32, 33, 56, 61].

User requests for dynamic content, such as real-time messages and search queries, are the predominant source of network traffic from edge nodes to data centers. It is common practice for major Internet services to build private backbone networks or peering links that connect edge nodes to their data centers to avoid unpredictable performance and congestion on public WANs [19, 20, 22, 24, 29, 44]. Our focus in this paper is on how we can serve user requests for dynamic content while optimally utilizing our data center capacity and minimizing network latency.

For the first decade of Facebook’s existence, we used a static mapping to route user requests from edge nodes to data centers. The static mapping became increasingly difficult to maintain as our services expanded globally. Figure 1 plots user traffic received at six edge nodes in different geographic regions over the course of a 24-hour day in March 2019. Observe that: 1) for each edge node, the traffic volume varies significantly during a day; and 2) the magnitude and peak time for edge nodes differ significantly. Taking Edge Node 1 as an example, daily peak traffic is 7x more than the trough. The dynamism and heterogeneity of global user traffic brings the following challenges:
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Our initial response was to develop operational tools for balancing the dynamics of traffic load, dealing with the daily chaos of peak demands, responding to failures, and maintaining good user experience. However, these manual operations were often inefficient and error prone.

We leveraged our operational experience to design and implement Taiji, a new system for managing global user traffic for our heterogeneous product services. Taiji was built with two goals in mind: 1) balancing the utilization of data centers and 2) minimizing network latency of user requests.

Taiji models edge-to-datacenter traffic routing as an assignment problem—assigning traffic objects at the edge to the data centers to satisfy the service-level objectives of balancing utilization and minimizing latency. Taiji uses a constraint optimization solver to generate a routing table that specifies the fractions of traffic each edge node will distribute to different data centers to achieve its configured goals. The utilization of a data center is aggregated over the frontend servers and represents a service’s resource consumption characteristics. Taiji continuously adjusts the routing table to accommodate the dynamics of user traffic and the failure events that reduce capacity.

Taiji’s routing table is a materialized representation of how user traffic at various edge nodes ought to be distributed over available data centers to balance data center utilization and minimize latency. The strawman approach is to leverage consistent hashing [31]. Instead, we propose that popular Internet services such as Facebook, Instagram, Twitter and YouTube leverage their shared communities of users. Our insight is that sub-groups of users that follow/friend/subscribe each other are likely interested in similar content and products, which can allow us to serve their requests while also improving infrastructure utilization.

We build on the above insight to propose connection-aware routing, a new strategy where Taiji can group traffic of highly-connected users and then route the traffic to the same data centers based on fractions specified in the routing table. By leveraging locality of user traffic (in terms of the content), we can improve cache hit rates and achieve other backend optimizations such as minimizing shard migration [1]. We find that connection-aware routing achieves a 17% query load reduction on our backend storage over an implementation based on social graph partitioning [26, 47].

This paper makes the following contributions:

- To the best of our knowledge, Taiji is the first system that manages user requests to dynamic content for Internet services in a user-aware manner.
- We describe how to model user traffic routing as an assignment problem which can be solved by constraint optimization solvers.
- We present connection-aware routing, which routes traffic from highly-connected users to the same data centers to achieve substantial improvements in caching effectiveness and backend utilization.

Figure 2. The normalized frontend utilization for Facebook’s main web service on a day in April 2015 using static edge-to-datacenter traffic mapping. Each line denotes the utilization for one frontend cluster composed of several thousand web servers; each data center houses one or more frontend clusters. Observe that four clusters were nearly idle at 10% utilization, while seven were above 60% utilization. The black line denotes the “Deployment Safety” threshold above which we cannot safely rollout software updates that require restarting web servers.

- **Capacity crunch.** If a service’s popularity and capacity needs outpace capacity acquisition plans, we might be unable to service all user requests. Concurrently, the sheer volume of user requests emanating from some locales experiencing explosive growth implies that a static edge-to-datacenter mapping would lead to capacity shortage in data centers serving some edges, and over-provisioned capacity in other data centers as depicted in Figure 2. This imbalance might result in load shedding or failures during peak load time.

- **Product heterogeneity.** As products evolved, the nature of user requests changed. We found that a larger fraction of our user traffic originated from products that provided an interactive experience that wished to maintain sticky routing between a user’s device and our data centers. The stickiness makes it harder for a static mapping to manage user traffic, as static mapping cannot account for unmovable user sessions that are dynamically established.

- **Hardware heterogeneity.** The underlying infrastructure is constantly evolving as server generations are updated, capacity is added or removed and network infrastructure is improved, all of which affect how much traffic a data center can service. A traffic management system must be flexible and adapt routing strategies to infrastructure evolution.

- **Fault tolerance.** As the infrastructure footprint grows, it becomes increasingly likely that some fraction of edge and data center capacity becomes unavailable due to network failures, power loss, software misconfiguration, bad software releases etc, or other myriad causes [9, 16, 17, 28, 35, 36, 41, 58, 59]. A static edge to data center routing strategy is rigid and susceptible to failures when operational issues arise.
Taiji has been in production at Facebook for more than four years and routes global traffic in a user-aware manner for several large-scale product services across dozens of edge nodes and data centers.

2 Background

Facebook’s user traffic serving infrastructure is similar to other Internet services [15, 32, 34, 38, 44, 53, 54].

Figure 3 depicts the serving path for a user request to www.facebook.com. The user’s browser or mobile app sends the request to an ISP which maps the domain name to a Virtual IP (VIP) address using a DNS resolver. This VIP address points to one of the dozens of globally deployed edge nodes. An edge node consists of a small number of servers, typically co-located with a peering network [46, 60].

The user request will first hit an L4 load balancer which forwards the request to an L7 edge load balancer (Edge LB) where the user’s SSL connection is terminated. Each Edge LB runs a reverse proxy that maintains persistent secure connections to all data centers. Edge LBs are responsible for routing user requests to frontend machines in a data center through our backbone network.

Within a data center, the user request goes through the same flow of an L4 load balancer and an L7 load balancer (named Frontend LB), as shown in Figure 3. The Frontend LB proxies the user request to a web server. This web server may communicate with tens or hundreds of micro services which, in turn, typically need to further communicate with other backend systems to gather the data needed to generate a response. The server handling the user request is responsible for returning a response to the edge node which then forwards it to the user.

**Backbone capacity.** We would like to note that there is abundant backbone capacity between every edge node to data centers to allow for load spikes, link failures, maintenance, etc. Different from public WANs, backbone link capacity at Facebook is not a constraint (similar to other private backbone networks [18–20, 22, 24, 29, 44]), especially given that the traffic induced by dynamic content is only a small percentage of the overall bandwidth. Note that backbone capacity is constantly verified by regular load testing [53] and drain/DiRT-like testing [30, 54] that manipulate live traffic at edge nodes to simulate how data centers handle worst-case scenarios. Compared with the amount of traffic driven by these tests, the amount of dynamic user traffic Taiji manages does not stress our backbone links. Therefore, we currently do not consider the backbone link utilization in edge-to-datacenter user traffic management.

**Traffic types.** User traffic can be stateless or sticky. Our web services are stateless—user requests can be routed to any available data center. Interactive services, such as instant messaging, pin a user’s requests to the particular machines that maintain the user sessions. For sticky traffic, a new request can be routed to any data center which will initialize a new session; once a session is established, the subsequent user requests are always routed to the same destination based on cookies in the HTTP header.

3 Taiji

Taiji serves as a user traffic load balancing system that routes user requests for dynamic content from edge nodes to available data centers. It determines the destination data center every user request is routed to. Figure 4 illustrates the architecture of Taiji which consists of two main components: Runtime and Traffic Pipeline.

Taiji’s Runtime decides the fractions of traffic each edge node will send to available data centers in order to meet service level objectives specified in a policy. Taiji formulates traffic routing as an assignment problem that models the constraints and optimization goals set by a service. Runtime’s output is a routing table that meets the policy. Taiji continuously adjusts the routing table to keep pace with the ebb and flow of diurnal traffic patterns as well as maintenance, failure events, and other operational issues.

Traffic Pipeline takes as input the routing table generated by Runtime and then leverages connection-aware routing to generate specific routing configuration for each Edge LB. The insight in connection-aware routing is that users in a shared community follow/friend/subscribe so they can engage with similar content. Connection-aware routing groups highly-connected users into “buckets” and selectively routes buckets to the same data centers, based on the traffic fractions specified in the routing table. Note that connection-aware routing is per-product but it is agnostic to service-level objectives—it faithfully follows the routing table generated by the Runtime.

The Edge LB parses each incoming user request, maps the user into an appropriate bucket, and then forwards the user’s request to the data center containing that bucket in the routing configuration.
3.1 Runtime

The Runtime component is responsible for generating a routing table which specifies the fraction of user traffic that each edge node ought to send to a data center. This routing table is a simple collection of tuples of the form:

\{\text{edge:}\{\text{datacenter:}\text{fraction}\}\}

We next describe the inputs provided to Runtime, how we model the constraint satisfaction problem, and the safety parameters considered when generating a routing table.

3.1.1 Inputs to Runtime

Taiji reads two types of dynamic data as inputs from the monitoring system [43]: (1) operational state of the infrastructure such as capacity, health and utilization of edge nodes and data centers, and (2) measurement data such as edge traffic volumes and edge-to-datacenter latency.

Taiji implements an abstraction called reader for data reading, normalization, and aggregation before feeding the data into modeling and solving. Readers decouple input reading and processing from the rest of Runtime. This allows us to create an hermetic test environment for Taiji by plugging in readers that can consume data from historical snapshots or synthetic data in test scenarios (§3.3.1).

3.1.2 Modeling and Constraint Solving

Taiji formulates edge-to-datacenter routing as an assignment problem that satisfies a service-specific policy. Our early design used a closed-form solver specific to a single product. As more products wished to use Taiji, we found that building and maintaining a closed-form solver for every product was time consuming and error prone. Further, as our infrastructure grew with new data centers and edge nodes, we had to continually re-build and re-deploy the closed-form solvers.

We simplified the design and implementation of Taiji with constraint-based solving based on a generalization of all the closed-formed solvers we had implemented.

Taiji models traffic load as requests per second (RPS) for stateless traffic and as user sessions for sticky traffic. The model allows stateless traffic to be routed to any available data center while constraining sticky traffic to the same machine so as not to disrupt established sessions.

Another input to Taiji is the utilization of the data center—a measurement of how much traffic can be served per service. A good utilization metric should be easy to measure at the server level and aggregate on a data center scale, and be able to account for the heterogeneity in hardware generations. Services verify their utilization metric at the data center level by running regular load tests using live traffic [53].

Utilization metrics vary between services. Our main web service uses a normalized metric called i-dyno score based on the MIPS (Million Instructions Per Second) observed on web frontend servers, to account for heterogeneous processor architectures. Our mobile service, Facebook Lite, measures a server’s utilization based on the number of active sessions. Taiji assumes that utilization for a service increases proportionally to the load being served in an epoch.

Taiji re-evaluates traffic allocation decisions in every epoch (set by a service) by reading current utilization directly from our monitoring systems.

A policy specifies constraints and objectives. Policies typically have the constraint of not exceeding predefined data center utilization thresholds to avoid overloading any data center. Our most commonly-used policy specifies the objective of balancing the utilization of all available data centers, while optimizing network latency. An alternative policy has the objective of “closest data center first” which is modeled by optimizing edge-to-datacenter latency. We describe our formal model for the balancing policy in the appendix.

Taiji employs an assignment solver to solve the problem. Our solver employs a local search algorithm using the “best single move” strategy. It considers all single moves: swapping one unit of traffic between two data centers, identifying the best one to apply, and iterating until no better results can be achieved. Our solver takes advantage of symmetry to achieve minimal recalculation. We compare our solver with an optimal solver using mixed-integer programming. Our solver always generates the optimal results despite using local search because the safety guards (§3.1.3) limit the search space. The solver can generate a solution in 2.81 seconds on average. If we double our scale (2× data centers, 2× edge nodes, and 2× user traffic), we can solve the problem in 9.95 seconds. If we increase our scale by 4 times, we can solve the problem in 43.97 seconds.

3.1.3 Pacing and Dampening

Taiji employs several safety guards to limit the volume of traffic change permitted in each update of the routing table. First,
Taiji uses an onloading safety guard, a configurable constant (0.04 in production) to bound how much the utilization of a data center can increase during an epoch. The onloading constant is encoded as a constraint in the model (described in the appendix). The onloading safety guard breaks up large changes into multiple steps, each published in serialized routing table updates so all the downstream services in the data centers, such as our caching systems, have the opportunity to warm up over time. In addition, we use another safety guard to limit the max allowable fraction of traffic sent to a data center. This provides tighter bounds on the operating limits of Taiji to ensure safety.

Moreover, Taiji has two levels of protection to prevent unnecessary oscillations. First, we find that small traffic changes (e.g., shifting less than 1% of the traffic) provide little value but can cause oscillations. Taiji will skip the change if the shift does not reach minimum shift limit. Second, Taiji also allows specifying a dampening factor. Our linear model with load and utilization is not perfect; thus trying to make an exact traffic shift to the target can lead to overshooting. We use a dampening factor to aim for 80% of the target.

**Sensitivity analysis.** To determine the right limits for safety guards, we run a sensitivity analysis by shifting increasing amounts of load to a set of services and measuring the throughput, latency, cache efficiency and other characteristics of backend systems. We find that traffic shifts in stateful services are more costly than in stateless services, because the shifts disrupt sticky user sessions which need to be re-established. Traffic shifts for stateless services result in increased latency and throughput drops as the new requests will experience cache misses. We continually run this sensitivity analysis and tune the threshold presets.

### 3.2 Traffic Pipeline

Traffic Pipeline consumes the routing table output by Runtime and generates the specific routing entries in a configuration file using connection-aware routing. It then disseminates the routing configuration out to each Edge LB via a configuration management service [48, 50]. The routing entries specify the buckets based on which each edge node routes to data centers, in the form of

```
{edge: {datacenter: {bucket}}}
```

It takes about a minute to generate the routing entries and deploy them to the edge nodes. Currently, we use an epoch of 5 minutes as the duration between routing table updates.

#### 3.2.1 Connection-Aware Routing

Connection-aware routing is built on the insight that user traffic requesting similar content has locality and can benefit the caching and other backend systems. Connection-aware routing brings locality in traffic routing by routing traffic from highly-connected users to the same data center.

Connection-aware routing builds upon Social Hash [26, 47] that partitions the community graph into user buckets.

It uses classical balanced graph partitioning to ensure that each user bucket is roughly the same size and maximizes the connections within each bucket. Online routing mechanisms route traffic at the granularity of these buckets (which are computed offline). The online routing uses consistent hashing to ensure each data center gets an appropriate number of buckets (based on the fractions specified in the routing table) while also ensuring that routing is stable (i.e., users should be routed consistently to the same data center).

The number of users per bucket trades off routing accuracy with potential cache efficiency. To have fine-grained traffic shifting control, Taiji desires smaller bucket sizes of the order of 0.01% of global traffic. However, smaller bucket sizes lead to splintering of large community groups into separate buckets, each of which could be routed to different data centers, destroying their shared locality benefits.

Connection-aware routing overcomes this trade-off by coupling (1) offline user-to-bucket assignments with (2) online bucket-to-datacenter assignments. The user buckets are created in a hierarchical structure that allows the online component to route highly-connected buckets to the same data center. This enables Taiji to increase community connections routed to the same data center from 55% to 75%, resulting in substantial improvements of backend utilization.

#### Offline user-to-bucket assignment

The community hierarchy is created in the form of a complete binary tree, where leaf nodes are user buckets and inner nodes represent

---

1 An alternative is to bucket users by their location information instead of social connections. We learned that location information is often unreliable—peer networks often route users from towns/cities in neighboring Asian countries to larger regional ISPs (e.g., Singapore) which forward the request to an edge node. Domain information such as country/state/city is unusable as users "from Singapore" might be different nationalities and speak different languages. Attributes such as user age, or other user-specific information is extremely difficult to use in a privacy-preserving manner. Therefore, we prefer leveraging the connection graph which provides sufficient information without leaking user information.
the total set of users in their subtree’s buckets (Figure 5). This tree is constructed based on the Social Hash [26, 47] algorithm, except construction happens in successive bipartitions. The levels of the tree are represented as \( L \), where \( L = [0, H] \), and \( H \) represents the height of the tree. The level \( L = 0 \) is a single head node representing all the users. At level \( L = H \) are \( 2^H \) leaf nodes, each representing a bucket of 0.01% users. A bucket is the finest routing granularity available to Taiji. The \( 2^{L+1} \) nodes for level \( L + 1 \) of the tree are generated by performing \( 2^L \) balanced bipartitions that minimize edge cut of the \( 2^L \) nodes in level \( L \).

This partitioning is produced offline on a weekly basis to adapt to changes in the community graph. We cap user movement across buckets to 5% to limit the amount of rerouting that these weekly changes might induce. In practice, we find that less than 2% of the users need to be moved to maintain the same quality of partitioning over time, i.e., percentage of connections within buckets at varying levels of the community hierarchy.

When we started deploying Taiji, we found that there were two types of connections where tree-based partitioning does not work well: (1) User to highly-connected entity where one end of the connection is a user but the other end is a highly-connected entity, such as President Barack Obama or Justin Bieber. In this case, the connection is a subscription to news media rather than a social connection. Given the large subscription base, we cannot route all the subscribed users to the same data center; and (2) One-time interactions where users are connected temporarily (e.g., a user submits a payment to an acquaintance). We do not route users with one-off or minimal interactions to the same data center as such interactions are too weak to be qualified as “connections.” Taiji excludes these two types in connection-aware routing.

**Online bucket-to-datacenter assignment.** Traffic Pipeline invokes the online component of connection-aware routing to transform the fractions in the routing table into bucket assignments that keep most large subtrees of buckets together while splitting a few to enable fine-grained traffic routing. This online component invokes the Stable Segment Assignment algorithm (Algorithm 1) based on per-bucket traffic and the capacity of each data center (normalized as bucket weights and data center weights in Algorithm 1).

Stable Segment Assignment strives to preserve bucket locality by assigning a whole level of buckets (called a segment) in the community hierarchy to the same data center; only a minimal number of segments need to be split. For stability, the same segments should be assigned to the same data centers as much as possible. A unique ordering of segments is generated for each data center using a random permutation \( (P) \) seeded by the data center name (Line 8). This ordering is used to represent a random preference of data center to segments. Buckets are mapped to segments as per Line 10.

Tuples \((T)\) are created for every (data center, bucket) pair which begins with the data center’s preference for the segment that bucket belongs to (Line 11). All such tuples are sorted lexicographically, in the order of preference, then data center, and finally bucket (Line 14). Tuples are traversed in this order, and buckets are greedily assigned to data centers, until a data center has its desired weight (Lines 16-21).

Stable Segment Assignment achieves stable routing: the bucket-to-datacenter assignments need minimal changes to accommodate routing table changes in consecutive epochs. In other words, the set of data centers visited by each user is minimized to reduce storage cost and keep caches warm. The algorithm preserves locality, as buckets in the same segment are commonly routed to the same data center. We group buckets into \( S = 2^L \) segments based on the level \( L \) in the community hierarchy. The choice of \( L \) is a trade-off between stability and locality. A smaller \( L \) leads to higher locality but lower stability (segments are more likely to be split into buckets). We empirically pick \( L \) to be 7 which will be discussed in depth in §4.3. Note that \( L = H \) is equivalent to Social Hash [47].

### 3.2.2 Edge LB Forwarding

Connection-aware routing requires Edge LBs to support bucket forwarding. For a user request, an Edge LB routes the request to the data center according to the user’s bucket specified in the routing configuration. Note that maintaining every user-to-bucket mapping at each Edge LB is inefficient—with billions of users, each Edge LB needs to maintain a gigabyte-sized mapping table in memory and synchronize

---

### Algorithm 1 Stable Segment Assignment

1. \( B \leftarrow \) list of buckets
2. \( D \leftarrow \) list of data center names
3. \( W_B \leftarrow \) bucket weights
4. \( W_D \leftarrow \) data center weights
5. \( S \leftarrow \) number of segments
6. \( T \leftarrow \emptyset \)
7. for \( d \in D \) do
8. \( P \leftarrow \) PermutationWithSeed\((S, d)\)
9. for \( b \in B \) do
10. \( \text{segment} \leftarrow \left\lfloor \frac{b - |B|}{S} \right\rfloor \)
11. \( T \leftarrow T \cup (P[\text{segment}], d, b) \)
12. end for
13. end for
14. SortLexicographically\((T)\)
15. \( A \leftarrow \emptyset \)
16. for \( (\text{preference}, d, b) \in T \) do
17. if \( b \not\in A \land W_D[d] > 0 \) then
18. \( A[b] \leftarrow d \)
19. \( W_D[d] \leftarrow W_D[d] - W_B[b] \cdot \sum_{b \in A} W_B[b] \)
20. end if
21. end for
22. return \( A \)
the table when the mapping changes. Thus, we maintain the fine-grained user-to-bucket mapping in data centers and let Edge LBs route traffic at the granularity of buckets.

The initial user request has no bucket information and therefore the Edge LB routes it to a nearby data center. When the request reaches the data center, the frontend writes the bucket ID in the HTTP cookie based on the user-to-bucket mapping. Then the subsequent requests will have bucket ID in the cookie and the Edge LB will route the request to the data center specified in the routing configuration.

Note that connection-aware routing (header parsing and bucket ID extraction) adds negligible computational overhead on the original request handling path. The mapping file is shipped to every edge node once every 5 minutes and is only 15KB in size, which is negligible data transfer overhead.

### 3.3 Correctness and Reliability

Correctness and reliability are important design principles of Taiji. A software bug or misconfiguration in Taiji that results in an incorrect routing table may trigger myriad failures ranging from dropping some fraction of user traffic, to a spike in traffic directed at a particular data center that overpowers our backend systems leading to more cascading failures.

In this section, we provide some insights into our test strategy, our approach to input/output validation, how we deal with hardware failures, how we respond to larger infrastructure failures, and how we size our backend systems to function well both during steady state and failure scenarios.

#### 3.3.1 Testing

The major risk to Taiji is not a fail-stop bug, which are easily detected via a litany of unit tests, integration tests, etc., but semantic bugs that generate incorrect routing configuration (e.g., due to numeric errors in the calculation). We find that semantic bugs are typically noticed by alerts firing after service-level metrics cross some preset thresholds, which implies that the service has already been affected.

We leverage the hermetic test environment of the Run-time combined with historical snapshots of data to construct regression tests to verify Taiji’s correctness. The drawback of this approach is that we can only test for problematic scenarios that our deployment has experienced. That said, we have instituted a post-mortem practice where we snapshot any inputs/configuration/policies that cause Taiji to fail in production and add a test case to validate future builds.

When onboarding new services or changing policies, we perform online testing that covers weekly traffic patterns. One common practice is to set conservative safety guards in order to understand Taiji’s behavior in a controlled manner before deploying to production.

**Input and output validation.** We place a number of validators for the input and output of each component in Taiji. The basic idea of validating inputs is to cross-check data from different sources, e.g., the current traffic allocation in production should be consistent with the latest routing configuration. The output validation is to check against predefined invariants, e.g., a data center cannot take more traffic than its remaining capacity can serve. The last-known-good configuration will be used upon validation failures. Last, the safety guards (§3.1.3) ensure that Taiji cannot change traffic allocation dramatically in an epoch.

#### 3.3.2 Tolerating Failures

Taiji allows services to register metrics based on their own health monitoring. Taiji checks these metrics at each epoch. If the metrics indicate unhealthy service states, e.g., exceeding the safety threshold, Taiji alerts the service owners instead of adjusting traffic.

**Dependencies.** Taiji is built with minimal dependencies—it only depends on the monitoring infrastructure to read the inputs (§3.1.1) and the configuration management service to deploy routing configurations to the Edge LBs. Both configuration management and monitoring have similar or higher availability guarantees than Taiji [52].

It is possible, though extremely rare, that the monitoring system reports wrong data, which leads to the consequence of Taiji generating wrong routing configurations. Such cases are no different from Taiji’s own bugs and we deal with them using input and output validation.

**Hardware.** Taiji runs on commodity hardware. To tolerate machine failures, we deploy multiple Taiji instances in data centers in different geographic regions. These instances form a quorum using ZooKeeper [21] and maintain one unique leader at a time. Only the leader Taiji instance computes the routing configurations and deploys them to the Edge LBs. When the leader fails, a new leader will be elected.

#### 3.3.3 Embracing Site Events

Taiji is not the only system that controls edge-to-datacenter traffic. At Facebook, traffic control is also used as the mechanism for two types of site events:

- **Reliability tests.** Facebook runs regular load tests [53] as well as drain and storm tests [54] which shift traffic into and out of a data center, respectively.
- **Failure mitigation.** We occasionally drain traffic out of a data center or a set of data centers to mitigate unexpected widespread failures.

When traffic is drained out of a failing data center, Taiji should recognize the resulting low utilization as intentional and not shift traffic back to the data center. We accomplish this by marking the status of any data center under maintenance or failure as ABNORMAL. Taiji excludes ABNORMAL data centers in its traffic balancing calculations.
Note that there could be a race condition in which Taiji and other tools submit conflicting traffic changes at the same time. We prevent race conditions from emerging by having all tools submit traffic shifts to the Traffic Pipeline, which is then responsible for detecting and resolving conflicts. Failure mitigation has the highest priority; if a traffic shift proposed by Taiji interferes with failure mitigation, the shift will be executed in the next eligible epoch.

When a data center suddenly goes offline, the Edge LBs have a fallback rule to route traffic globally to all data centers proportional to their capacity. This provides an immediate mitigation for datacenter-level disasters.

3.3.4 Backend Safety as a First Class Principle
A notable role of Taiji is to protect our backend systems from being overloaded by diurnal traffic patterns or peak load. As Taiji changes the traffic allocation across data centers, the adjustment itself should not incur excessive overhead to the backends (e.g., due to cold cache effects). As stated in §3.1.3, Taiji leverages safety guards to ensure that the frequency and magnitude of changes are smooth without load spikes. Taiji also accounts for minimum and maximum levels for operation, deciding when to bail out.

Unlike the backbone network, where traffic introduced by Taiji is insignificant, the capacity of backend systems is a bounding factor for the upper limit of traffic. Particularly, Facebook’s backend systems are composed of many microservices with complex dependencies—lack of capacity at any of these services may cause cascading failures.

The disaster-readiness strategy at Facebook determines the upper bound of traffic at a data center. When a data center is down because of widespread failures (e.g. natural disasters), we drain traffic out of the data center and shift it to the remaining data centers [54]. Each of them will take an extra amount of traffic determined by Taiji’s policy, and we prepare downstream services’ capacity to serve such traffic.

We size the backend systems according to the utilization of the frontends. We plan the capacity of backend systems considering the extra traffic each data center can handle which is verified via regular drain tests and load tests. These tests are high fidelity exercises that provide us with confidence on the operational bounds within which Taiji can safely act.

We find that flash crowds that affect particular communities of people, or even geographies, are not significant enough to impact overall site load. That said, we do find that events like New Year’s Eve and the World Cup are global phenomena that require provisioning capacity, customized traffic management, and other load management strategies.

4 Evaluation
Taiji has been in use at Facebook for more than four years, where it manages user traffic of multiple Internet services with varying traffic types and latency requirements. We evaluate Taiji using data collected from two of Facebook’s main product services, a web service with stateless traffic and a web service with sticky traffic, with billions of daily active users. Our evaluation answers the following questions:

- How does Taiji balance large-scale Internet services with dynamic user traffic patterns and unexpected failure events?
- Can connection-aware routing improve cache efficiency and backend utilization?
- What is the role of pacing and safety guards?
- How stable are Taiji’s routing strategies?
- Does Taiji support product services with different traffic types and varying routing policies?

4.1 Balancing Large-Scale Web Traffic
We show the effectiveness of Taiji using Facebook’s main web service which is composed of stateless HTTPS requests. The web service uses a latency-aware balancing policy with the objectives of (1) balancing utilization of frontend web servers across data centers, while (2) optimizing RTT (Round Trip Time) of user requests and (3) handling infrastructure failures seamlessly. Figure 6 depicts measurement data collected over a 24-hour period to cover the diurnal user traffic patterns shown in Figure 1. Note that we intentionally select a day with a major infrastructure failure that required us to drain traffic out of a data center; this event allows us to assess the effectiveness of Taiji’s responsiveness to failures. We next delve into each of the subfigures of Figure 6 in turn.

4.1.1 Balancing Data Center Utilization
Figure 6a shows the frontend web server utilization of different data centers, henceforth referred to as “data center utilization”. In contrast with the static edge-to-datacenter mapping used in 2015 (shown in Figure 2), the frontend utilization in 2019 across our data centers is always balanced. This balanced utilization enables us to support continuous deployment for software updates [45, 51]. In Figure 6a, each software update can be identified by a utilization spike as an update needs to restart the running software instance in a staged manner. Restarts reduce the available capacity for a short period which results in an increase in the utilization on the remaining servers. As shown in Figure 6a, Taiji balances data center utilization even with the spikes caused by temporal capability reduction. In contrast, we can see in Figure 2 that with static mapping, the utilization constantly exceeded the deployment-safety threshold and thus blocked software updates during peak time.

Figure 6b demonstrates that the volume of traffic (in Requests Per Second) routed to different data centers can be substantially different—the largest data center (DC-4) serves...
Taiji manages edge-to-datacenter traffic for Facebook’s largest web service. This figure (from a day in 2019) depicts: (a) data center utilization, (b) traffic load (Requests Per Second) allocated to each data center, and (c) average network latency (Round Trip Time).

5× more than the smallest one (DC-8). All data centers are not created equal, in terms of size, server hardware, availability, etc. Taiji abstracts away the heterogeneity of data centers as well as edge nodes, and ensures that user traffic can always be served with optimized latency, as long as the overall capacity is sufficient for the global user demand.

### 4.1.2 Reacting to Unexpected Failure Events

Figures 6a and 6b depict the sudden traffic drop for DC-1 due to a data center drain event at 16:50 due to an unexpected failure. We observe that Taiji did not interfere with the higher priority drain event (§3.3.3) and no traffic is sent to DC-1 until the failure is resolved. Taiji seamlessly distributes the traffic previously served by DC-1 to the other data centers, as seen in the load spikes in Figure 6b. Figure 6a shows the additional traffic at 16:50 increases utilization of the other data centers proportionately, thus maintaining the service-level policy of balancing data center utilization.

### 4.1.3 Minimizing Latency

While meeting the constraint of balancing utilization across our data centers, Taiji also optimizes for minimizing latency by maximizing the probability of sending traffic to the nearest, under-utilized data center. Figure 6c illustrates this behavior by comparing the average RTT achieved by Taiji’s traffic balancing strategy to random assignment and the theoretical lower bound of any traffic routing strategies. Both of them assume infinite data center capacity. The random assignment routes every user request to a random data center, while the theoretical lower bound is calculated by routing every request to the closest (in terms of RTT) data center.

We also calculate the average RTT with a static edge-to-datacenter mapping (used in 2015). As shown in Figure 6c, with latency-aware balancing, Taiji achieves significant latency improvement over random assignments and is close to the lower bound (25 milliseconds gap in the worst case), and outperforms a manually crafted static mapping. Figure 7 further shows the latency distribution at the peak loads of different geographical locations. Note that the peak loads are the worst-case scenarios for latency because Taiji trades latency for balancing at the peak. Still, the latency of Taiji’s traffic allocations remains close to the theoretical lower bound. In Asia-Pacific, for example, the 50th, 75th, 90th, and 95th percentiles of latency only exceed the lower bound by 14.39, 19.56, 33.95, and 54.37 milliseconds, respectively.

### 4.2 Efficient Capacity Utilization

Figure 8 illustrates how Taiji distributes user traffic from edge nodes to different data centers for Facebook’s main web service. Our evaluation focuses on three geographical regions: EU, Asia-Pacific and America.

Figure 8a depicts the magnitude of requests served by each data center. Observe that Asia-Pacific DC primarily serves user traffic from Asia with a minor amount of American users. Similarly, EU DC primarily serves European users and a minor amount of American users. In contrast, America DC serves all three regions.

Figure 8b shows the destination data centers each edge node sends traffic to. If we examine the “Asia Edge node” traffic, we see that the vast majority of traffic from a node is sent to Asia-Pacific DC (light blue) but a significant fraction is also sent to non Asia-Pacific data centers. Similarly, the “EU Edge node” pane shows that we send some traffic to the EU DC but send a majority of the traffic to other data centers.

These two figures show that each edge node typically sends user traffic to the data center in its nearby geographical region which minimizes network latency. However, since this service is optimizing for utilization balance, some edge
nodes will have to send traffic to remote data centers when the closest ones reach high utilization. This is most obvious in “US-East Edge node” in Figure 8b where we see that between 13:00-21:00, some traffic spills over to Asia-Pacific DC—this is because Asian users are likely asleep, causing Asia-Pacific DC to be underutilized unless users from other geographies are redirected there. Thus, we see that Taiji enables efficient utilization of data center capacity.

4.3 Effectiveness of Connection-Aware Routing

The principle of connection-aware routing is to route traffic of users from a segment to the same data centers to benefit from cached data and other backend optimizations. We optimize for a metric coined connection locality defined as the percentage of connections being routed together to the same data center. Our baseline implementation is Social Hash [47] which achieves 55% connection locality. Connection-aware routing improves this to 75%.

Figure 9 shows the reduction in query load on backend databases after we rolled out connection-aware routing compared to the baseline that uses Social Hash. We observe a 17% reduction in query load on the backends—the increased connection locality improves the efficiency of the caching system and other backend optimizations. This outcome at our deployment scale means a reduction of our infrastructure footprint by more than one data center.

We chose the bucket and segment sizes by analyzing the levels in the tree-based hierarchy and considering trade-offs between locality, routing accuracy, and stability (§3.2.1). First, we select bucket size at Level 14 of the tree ($2^{14} = 16384$ buckets) to ensure a 0.01% granularity in traffic allocation. We select segment size as a tradeoff between locality and stability, discussed in §3.2.1. The principle is to select a segment size that is most likely to be routed together—too large a segment is more likely to be split into buckets due to the changes of routing table and results in instability. Figure 10 shows our sensitivity analysis for deciding segment size based on trace-based simulation. We select a segment at Level 7 ($2^7 = 128$ segments) which keeps the same level of stability as compared to Social Hash while improving the locality from 55% to 75%. Figure 11 shows the probability of the percentage of segments routed together at three different edge nodes. Taiji is able to route 95% of the 128 segments together in around 80% of the time.
a datacenter-level drain event and overload the backend services due to the cold cache. Data center is restored, traffic will flood into the data center and lead to a balanced steady state where 98+% users visit no more than 2 data centers, and (b) in a day with a datacenter-level drain events which increase oscillations during the traffic drain and restore periods.

4.4 Stability

Stability in routing means that traffic from the same user is stably routed to a small set of data centers instead of being bounced among a large number of data centers. Stable routing reduces the storage cost for keeping user data in cache and backend storage. In Taiji, a user can be routed to multiple data centers when Taiji changes the bucket-to-datacenter assignment (discussed in §3.2.1). The Stable Segment Assignment algorithm (Algorithm 1) minimizes the assignment changes to accommodate the proposals of traffic shifts.

Figure 12 illustrates the stability as the percentage of users that visit no more than N data centers in an hour. We show Taiji’s stability both in the normal state (no major site events) and with the occurrence of (a) a datacenter-level drain event that evicted all user traffic from a data center followed by (b) a restore event that shifts the evicted traffic back. We can see that in the normal state, 98+\% of our users visit less than two data centers, while more than 85\% of our users visit only one data center most of the time. A user visits more than one data center because the edge nodes have different diurnal patterns—an increase in demand in a geographical region can push out users from the closest data center to the others. With Stable Segment Assignment, Taiji almost never routes users to more than three data centers. The region-level drain/restore events force user traffic to oscillate in a short period (the gray area) as shown in Figure 12. Such oscillations are expected and supported by our locality-based storage management services [1].

4.5 Pacing and Sensitivity Analysis

We demonstrate the effectiveness of pacing and safety guards discussed in §3.1.3 using a drain event. During this event, the utilization of a data center reaches its lower bound because it does not take any user traffic. Without pacing, when the data center is restored, traffic will flood into the data center and overload the backend services due to the cold cache.

Figure 13 shows how Taiji paces traffic shifts after a drain event which took place at minute 45–81 (2). Taiji stops routing user traffic to the data center during the drain event to avoid interference with our failure mitigation tool (§3.3.3)—it does not submit any change requests for the drained data center, as shown in Figure 13(a).

After the drain event, the data center resumes serving user traffic again (3). At the moment of restoration, since the utilization of the data center is dramatically different from the others, the assignment solver without safety guards would propose to shift back a large volume of user traffic as shown in Figure 13(a). However, the safety guards pace the proposed changes into a few small steps. These changes are gradually conducted in (3) and lead to a balanced steady state (4) in 30 minutes. At the steady states (1) and (4), the changes are minimal to deal with organic traffic dynamics.

Figure 13(c) shows the 95th percentile of backend processing time—with Taiji’s balancing strategy, the drain/restore events do not affect the backend processing latency.
able to shift traffic of the same service much faster and more smoothly in 2019 than in 2015.

4.6 Supporting Service Heterogeneity
As shown in the preceding sections, achieving balanced resource utilization has proven to be an efficient solution for traffic load balancing for global stateless services. However, Facebook also hosts services that serve traffic that could be stateful or require sticky connections. Other services could require custom traffic balancing to support products unique to a data center or other unique backend configurations. In other words, traffic management at Facebook cannot be formulated to have a one-size-fits-all solution. Taiji is built to be flexible and configurable to a service’s need with intuitive constraints and robust testing infrastructure.

4.6.1 Diverse Traffic Characteristics
Besides the stateless traffic of the web service, Taiji is also used to manage sticky traffic for Facebook’s mobile service, Facebook Lite, which also adopts the latency-aware balancing strategy described in §4.1. Compared with stateless traffic, sticky traffic requires modeling unmovable traffic objects—Taiji only manipulates new sessions without disrupting established sessions (§3.1.2). We quantify the effectiveness of Taiji in balancing sticky traffic based on the divergence of frontend utilization. At each point in time, the divergence $d_i$ of the $i$-th data center is calculated as $d_i = \left| u^a - u^i \right|$, where $u^a$ is the average utilization of all the data centers and $u^i$ is the utilization of the $i$-th one. Figure 15 shows the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of the divergence of all the data centers over a period of two weeks. We filter out cases where the data centers were drained or taken offline.

As shown in Figure 15, for 80% of the cases, the divergence is less than 3% for the stateless traffic and 4% for the sticky traffic. For the stateless web service, the divergence mainly comes from continuous deployment which restarts service instances and causes imbalance (§4.1).

4.6.2 Versatile Policy Choices
Taiji allows services to effectively experiment with different traffic management policies. Typically, the steps for a service to change its original policy include (1) setting the configuration (constraints, objectives and safety guards, §3.1.2), (2) running a load test and a drain test for validation, and (3) baking and monitoring in production.

Figure 16 shows the frontend utilization of Facebook Lite with two different policies. We started to use Taiji to manage its traffic from static edge-to-datacenter configuration (§1). Facebook Lite initially used a closest-datacenter-first policy for latency optimization. Figure 16a shows the daily pattern of frontend utilization in geo-located data centers—the utilization keeps increasing as the traffic from edge nodes in the same region climbs to the peak time, until hitting a predefined utilization threshold.

Facebook Lite later switched to the latency-aware balancing policy after evaluating the tradeoff between manageability and latency reduction. The utilization with a balancing policy is shown in Figure 16b. According to the service developers, the balancing policy makes it easier to understand the traffic behavior at the data center, with only slight latency increases (less than 20 milliseconds in most times of a day) as discussed in §4.1.3.
5 Experiences and Lessons Learned

Customizing load balancing strategy is key to managing infrastructure utilization. We find that different services, such as Facebook, Facebook Lite, and Messaging, optimize for different user experiences. Each service optimizes for some combination of infrastructure resources such as system CPU, memory, network bandwidth, network latency, etc. We recommend constructing a unified system that allows each service to provide a target load balancing function, rather than constructing multiple load balancing systems.

Build systems that keep pace with infrastructure evolution. We find that product evolution, data center footprint expansion, hardware generation changes, backbone network deployments and other factors trigger policy changes. For instance, we recently started deploying Skylake processors in our data centers, which resulted in our services needing to run effectively on three process generations. As we continually refresh hardware, the ratio of machines with different processors will keep changing. We have built tooling that leverages Taiji to run simulations and experiments to assess how changing the processor generation affects the utilization of backend systems, and all intervening dependencies to web servers, for different traffic mixes of Facebook, Facebook Lite, Messaging, etc. Thus, Taiji allows us to reason about how to distribute traffic when capacity, product and other changes occur in production.

Keep debuggability in mind. We often need to answer the question: “Why did Taiji choose to route traffic from this edge node to that data center”? Since Taiji continually updates the routing table, we focused on making every traffic shift understandable to human operators. In addition to displaying the “before” and “after” state of each traffic shift, we highlight which inputs changed, the magnitude of change, etc. This investment in transparency, beyond the norm of good log messages and alerts/monitoring, has allowed both service owners and site reliability engineers to build trust in Taiji.

Build tools to simplify operations. We have found it useful to build tools to solve specific problems, such as a command line tool that allows us to manually intervene and modify the routing table, which has proven useful in myriad situations ranging from complex network upgrades to failure mitigations. We find that it is preferable to build tools or custom configurations to solve problems than adding complexity to the traffic management system.

6 Limitation and Discussion

Taiji might increase the latency for some users during peak load. Balancing data center utilization sometimes requires sending users to farther data centers. For instance, during Europe’s peak, Taiji might intentionally move some European traffic to our East Coast data centers to better balance capacity. Thus, while our overall infrastructure is better utilized, some users will experience additional latency.

Taiji only considers edge-to-datacenter latency. Service owners tend to care about the end-to-end latency. We have observed services where the backend processing latency dominates; for these services, routing traffic to the closest data center improves network latency, but can cause the backends to run at higher utilization and result in longer queuing and processing, offsetting the savings in network latency. In this case, a better policy is to balance data center utilization in a latency-aware manner. Taiji is not able to directly optimize for end-to-end latency, and instead relies on the service owner to configure Taiji based on their backends.

Taiji only controls the edge-to-datacenter routing. Taiji optimizes at the edge-to-datacenter request hop. However, there are separate systems for optimizing routing from a user’s browser to the closest edge node, and for routing requests within a data center to specific backend machines. There may be untapped potential in Taiji to have end-to-end control of a user’s request right from their browser to an edge node to a data center to backend machines.

7 Related Work

There are limited publications on managing user traffic at the edge for modern Internet services. User traffic routing from edge nodes to data centers is fundamentally different from content distribution over public WANs [14, 23, 32, 33, 39, 56, 57, 61]. For dynamic content, the constraints do not come from the capacity of network links, but from the capacity of data centers in terms of computation and response generation. The dedicated private backbone of modern Internet services [18–20, 22, 24, 29, 44] eliminate the bottlenecks of edge-to-datacenter network transmission. On the other hand, the subsystems deployed in the data centers are complex, dynamic, and interdependent. Taiji is designed for managing user traffic requesting dynamic content for modern Internet infrastructure instead of static content distribution.

Taiji is complementary to load balancing within a data center, including both L4 and L7 solutions [2, 6, 7, 10–12, 25, 27, 37, 40, 42, 49]. Taiji manages edge-to-datacenter traffic—once the traffic hits the frontends, it will be further distributed by load balancing inside the data center, as shown in Figure 3.

Taiji is also complementary to overload control including admission control and data quality tradeoffs [4, 5, 55, 62]. Taiji proactively avoids overloading backends with backend safety as a first class principle (§3.3.4).

A common strategy for managing edge-to-datacenter traffic is to route edge traffic to the nearest data centers with available capacity while autoscaling service capacity [3, 8, 31, 44]. We show that managing edge-to-datacenter traffic brings a number of benefits in terms of reliability and site utilization with good performance.

Many cloud platforms have started to provide customers with global traffic routing configuration, including Azure Front Door [38] and AWS Global Accelerator [44]. These
services allow customers to configure how user traffic is routed to each service endpoint in data centers. We show that static configurations of traffic routing is insufficient in accommodating dynamic user traffic for Internet services at scale. Taiji shows that a dynamic system can be built based on existing configuration interfaces, which bring meaningful benefits to the site reliability, efficiency, and manageability.

The idea of clustering requests of connected users was first explored in Social Hash [26, 47]. However, we find that Social Hash alone significantly misses out on locality: 1) Social Hash treats each bucket independently and misses the connections between the buckets, and 2) Social Hash has no knowledge of the requirements of edge-to-datacenter traffic management——it is unclear how to assign buckets under dynamic traffic adjustment. Compared with Social Hash [47], connection-aware routing significantly increases the connection locality by 20% and reduces 17% query load on our backend storage.

8 Conclusion
This paper shows that managing edge-to-datacenter traffic has important implications on data center resource utilization and user experience in modern Internet services with a global user base. We present Taiji, a new system for managing global user traffic for large-scale Internet services at Facebook. Taiji has successfully achieved its two design objectives: 1) balancing the utilization of data centers and 2) minimizing network latency of user requests. Furthermore, Taiji optimizes backend utilization by improving locality in user traffic routing. Taiji has been used in production at Facebook for more than four years, and is an important infrastructure service that enables the global deployment of several large-scale user-facing product services.
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Appendix
The appendix provides the formal model of the balancing policy used by Taiji, as described in §3.1.2.

Let $D = \{d\}$ be the set of data centers, $E = \{e\}$ be the set of edges, and $x'_{e,d}$ be the new traffic weights for proportion of traffic to send from $e$ to $d$ in the next epoch. The following constraints ensures $x'_{e,d}$ are non-negative:

$$x'_{e,d} \geq 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

The following constraints ensures weights are valid proportions between 0 and 1 which is applied for all $e \in E$:

$$\sum_{d \in D} x'_{e,d} = 1$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Let $u'_d$ be our estimate of utilization given $x'_{e,d}$, $u_d \in [0, 1]$ be the utilization measured at data center $d$, $t_e$ be the current load measures from edge node $e$, and $x_{e,d}$ be the values chosen in the current epoch. The following expression captures the relationship between traffic shift choices and the estimated utilization for all $d \in D$:

$$u'_d = u_d \cdot \left( 1 + \frac{\sum_{e \in E}(t_e \cdot x'_{e,d}) - \sum_{e \in E}(t_e \cdot x_{e,d})}{\sum_{e \in E}(t_e \cdot x_{e,d})} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

Primary objective: Balancing. Balancing can be expressed as minimizing the highest data center utilization:

$$\text{minimize } \max_{d \in D} u'_d$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

Secondary objective: Squared latency minimization. Let $l_{e,d}$ be the average latency from edge $e$ to data center $d$. Minimizing squared latency avoids worst-case scenarios:

$$\text{minimize } \sum_{e \in E,d \in D} l_{e,d}^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

Onloading constraints. Let $M$ be an onloading constant bound (0.04 in production). The following bounds how much new utilization one data center can receive during an epoch:

$$u'_d - u_d \leq M$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

Capacity constraints. The following enforces basic capacity concerns to ensure no data center is over capacity:

$$u'_d \leq 1$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

The above problem can be posed as a linear program where $x'_{e,d}$ and $u'_d$ are variables while everything else is a constant read from the monitoring system as input to the problem. The problem is of the size $O(|E| \cdot |D|)$ in terms of constraints and variables. For the objectives, we place a large constant coefficient on the primary objective and then sum it with the secondary objective. The primary objective coefficient is set large enough such that balance is always achieved.

We transform our problem by breaking user traffic from each edge node into $N$ discrete traffic objects $y_{e,d,i}$ ($i = 1, ..., N$), each as 0/1 binary variables. Any legal assignments have to satisfy the following for all $e \in E$ and $i = 1, ..., N$:

$$\sum_{d \in D} y_{e,d,i} = 1$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

We then define the relationship between $x'_{e,d}$ and $y_{e,d,i}$:

$$x'_{e,d} = \frac{\sum_{i=1, ..., N} y_{e,d,i}}{N}$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

The above problem can be efficiently solved by the assignment solver described in §3.1.2.
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